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Chapter 1921: You’re actually such a person! (2) 

Huang Yueli knew that he was going to ask about these so she had already prepared herself as she 

nodded her head. 

“That’s right! I was indeed present then.” 

Feng Zhensheng was a little surprised by her swift reply and he paused for a moment before continuing 

with his questioning, “I heard from the other people present that this fire started because you triggered 

the Books Depository’s self-destruction mechanism! Is there such a thing?” 

Huang Yueli blinked as she put on a dazed look and said, “Self-destruction mechanism? What self-

destruction mechanism?” 

Feng Zhensheng quipped curiously, “You don’t know what’s a self-destruction mechanism? That day the 

fire suddenly started because of the mechanism being accidentally activated! Don’t you know about 

this?” 

Of course Huang Yueli knew this clearly but she spoke out in an extremely innocent tone, “I really don’t 

know… now that you’ve told me this, I finally understood! No wonder the fire that day was so huge, so… 

I thought that… that… aiya, forget it, I’m not going to say anything else!” 

Her hemming and hawing, instead piqued other people’s curiosity. 

Feng Zhensheng pursued his questioning, “What did you think it was?” 

Huang Yueli hesitated for a moment but still shook her head, “Forget it, forget it, since Young Miss Feng 

is already in such a miserable state, I’d better not say it out!” 

The more she acted in this way, the more it caused the itching in their hearts to find out what exactly 

was she hiding. 

Moreover, her words even mentioned Feng Zhensheng’s daughter, so he naturally wouldn’t let her 

muggle past through so easily. 

“Young Miss Bai, what do you mean by this? What’s there to speak halfway and stop right in the 

middle?” 

Feng Zhensheng increased the tone of his voice. 

Huang Yueli looked at Feng Zhensheng and said, “President Feng, are you certain you want me to say it 

out here? In front of so many people? Can’t we have a private chat?” 

When Feng Zhensheng heard about Feng Xiaoyan’s complaints, he came to a conclusion that it was 

Huang Yueli who masterminded the moves to harm his daughter. 

But he didn’t dare to punish Huang Yueli, worried that it would henceforth offend Liu Buyan. 

That was why he specially asked all the Elders over, just to find more witnesses for himself so that in 

future when Liu Buyan questions him, he would have enough confidence to manage him. 



But from Huang Yueli’s keyed up look, as though she was afraid of other people finding out, Feng 

Zhensheng was then certain that he had guessed correctly and this matter was absolutely done by her! 

Thinking of this, Feng Zhensheng’s expression sunk, “Young Miss Bai, the self-destruction mechanism 

would not be activated for no rhyme or reason so you’d better explain clearly what exactly happened at 

that moment! Let’s put my daughter who is suffering from such a serious injury aside and let’s just talk 

about how many generations of pharmacopoeia that had been put to the torch! Even if it was Divine 

Doctor Liu who did it, he also has to give everyone an explanation!” 

“That’s right, Young Miss Bai, what exactly happened? Just tell us directly!” 

“Correct, we Alchemist Guild are most reasonable so let us mete out a fair punishment!” 

Huang Yueli said, “Since that’s the case, then I’ll just say it out directly! That day I was alone in the Books 

Depository reading books but I’d not expected Young Miss Feng to suddenly charge in with a group of 

people saying that she’s taken fancy to my fiance so she wants to chase me out of the Alchemist Guild. I 

promised Brother Liu that I’d wait for him to return so naturally I can’t leave. Young Miss Feng’s 

embarrassment turned into fury and she commanded a group of guards to capture me, saying that she 

wanted to torture me severely, making me suffer a fate worse than death…..” 

Before she finished off her sentence, the Elders present all started to frown. 

“What? There’s such a thing?” 
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“Not possible right? Although Feng Xiaoyan indeed has a haughty temper, but surely she wouldn’t be so 

overbearing and wild right?” 

“Right, if this was true, then isn’t she a little too shameless!” 

“Young Miss Bai is Divine Doctor Liu’s fiancee, who does she think she is? She even dared to go threaten 

her?” 

Hearing these discussions, Feng Zhensheng’s mustache started to quiver as his expression turned 

exceptionally ugly. 

“Nonsense! How would Yan’er ever do such a thing, this is pure slander! Yan’er had already told me the 

happenings on that day, you’re the one who obviously heard that Yan’er liked Divine Doctor Liu so you 

intentionally found trouble with her. After the both of you started fighting, Yan’er wanted to chase you 

away and you triggered the Book Depository’s mechanism, trying to burn her to death inside! Isn’t it this 

case?” 

Huang Yueli heard his truculent interrogation but her expression remained unchanged as she replied 

calmly, “Feng Xiaoyan actually said such things? With such skill at distorting the truth deliberately, I can 

only concede defeat to her!” 

“What distorting the truth deliberately! How would This President spout nonsense! I’ve already 

questioned all those Pill Masters and guards around that day and they all said that you’re the one who 

provoked her first. Moreover before the fire started, you even threatened Yan’er that you will show her 

some colours! You dare say that this incident has nothing to do with you?” 



Feng Zhensheng didn’t believe that his own daughter would lie, only feeling that Huang Yueli was 

bullying intolerably! 

Relying on the fact that Liu Buyan was her diance, she even dared to bully The President, his daughter 

and still spoke off the cuff! 

Originally he wanted to give Liu Buyan some face and meted out the lightest punishment but now she 

actually threw dirty water on his daughter… this was simply intolerably to him! 

Huang Yueli shrugged her arms, “What I said was the absolute truth, what can I do if you choose not to 

believe in it?” 

Feng Zhensheng retorted angrily, “Fine, then I’ll ask the witnesses to come up, let’s see how you will 

retort then!” 

Very quickly, the attendant brought two people in from the entrance. One of them was a guard while 

the other was a young female Pill Master. 

These two people were familiar looking to Huang Yueli, and they were indeed one of the people present 

on that day. 

Feng Zhensheng said, “How was the situation on the day when the Books Depository caught fire? Just 

tell us the truth!” 

The young lady looked at Huang Yueli cautiously. 

She and Feng Xiaoyan had already discussed this beforehand and she intentionally showed a frightened 

look as she said, “Pres… President, I… I’m worried. If I tell the truth today, if Divine Doctor Liu blames… 

me… I’d better not say anything!” 

Feng Zhensheng berated angrily, “Speak! Of course you must speak clearly! Divine Doctor Liu is upright 

and if he knew that his own fiancee had done such outrageous acts, he would definitely give the 

Alchemist Guild an explanation! You need not worry, This President will serve as your backing!” 

Young lady then nodded her head as she prudently repeated the dialogue which Feng Xiaoyan had 

prepared for her. 

Huang Yueli was listening to her indifferent, while admiring the standard of Feng Xiaoyan’s story 

weaving ability. 

In this version of the testimony, she and Feng Xiaoyan’s roles were reversed. 

It was obviously Feng Xiaoyan who led the group to find trouble for her but from the young lady’s 

mouth, it became Huang Yueli who, out of jealousy, intentionally went to mock and ridicule Feng 

Xiaoyan, and moreover added a lot of vulgar language. 

“… Senior Sister Feng then started to argue with her and Young Miss Bai even hit us! Look at the injury 

on my wrist, this is the result of her stepping on me with her feet!” 
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The guard by the side was nodding his head repeatedly, as he echoed what she said, and added even 

more oil to the flames. 

“That’s right, Young Miss Bai is simply too much! Young Missy Feng had already tolerated her for a long 

time but she still went on relentlessly! Later on Young Missy Feng couldn’t take it and resisted back but 

Young Miss Bai didn’t have any cultivation so naturally she couldn’t beat her. It was then when her 

embarrassment turned into fury as she said that she will burn down the Books Depository! Not too long 

after that, it really caught fire!” 

The young lady also added in, “Young Miss Bai, I originally respect you very much, thinking that you’re 

Divine Doctor Liu’s fiancee so you must be a lady with both looks and ability! Whoever knew that you’re 

actually this kind of person! Senior Sister Feng treats you with respect but you caused her so much harm 

that she’s no longer able to refine pills, you… how could you be so vicious?” 

“To a Pill Master, the most important part of us are the fingers, you’ve ruined her for life!” 

Her last question was bitter and hateful, and was extremely sinister, as she intentionally caused an 

uproar among all the Pill Masters present. 

Not only that, when the young lady’s voice had just ended, a teary voice sounded from behind the 

screen right at the back of the main hall. 

It was until now that everyone realised that Feng Xiaoyan herself was hiding behind the screen and 

moreover she couldn’t help but cried when she thought about the matter which made her upset. 

Originally, the Elders were still not totally convinced and unclear on what exactly happened. 

But everyone all leaned towards believing the weak. Feng Xiaoyan put on such a pitiful stance, and plus 

the fact that the Elders were able to understand the pain of losing the use of their fingers, they naturally 

chose to believe Feng Xiaoyan subconsciously. 

For a moment in time, the crowd was agitated as all the Elders started to blow their tempers. 

“This really is… too much! This young lass, relying on the fact that she is Liu Buyan’s fiancee, she doesn’t 

put the Alchemist Guild in her eyes at all! How dare she even create such trouble like this?” 

“Young Miss Feng merely secretly admires Divine Doctor Liu, what has it done to her? Does she need to 

be so petty to such an extent?” 

“It’s already very comical when young ladies fight with another out of jealousy but upon disagreement, 

setting fire to harm others.. This simply is… too terrifying, too vicious!” 

“Why would Divine Doctor Liu like such a woman? This is simply the biggest faulty stroke in his lifetime!” 

“This matter is simply too vile, we absolutely can’t let it rest like this! Even if Bai Ruoli was Divine Doctor 

Liu’s fiancee, we cannot let her off!” 

“That’s right, we must punish her severely! We haven’t had such a scandal in the Alchemist Guild for so 

many years! This is simply unheard of!” 

“I support punishing Bai Ruoli severely!” 



Some Pill Masters who were slightly more righteous all cried out to urge Feng Zhensheng to capture 

Huang Yueli. 

Although the remaining majority didn’t say much, they were all bearing ugly expressions on their faces. 

They maintained their silence, mostly because of Liu Buyan’s sake, as they didn’t want to go against him 

but in their hearts, they were feeling contempt over Huang Yueli’s dealings! 

When Feng Zhensheng heard his daughter crying, the rage in his heart rose to the highest point. 

Thinking that his daughter’s fingers might possibly not be cured, then she would not be able to refine 

pills in future. Her pill refining innate talent was so high and this to her, was a great hit! 

Feng Zhensheng almost couldn’t help but fly into a rage. 

But he was after all the President as he forcibly suppressed his own emotions and gritted his teeth as he 

said, “Now that there is hard evidence, what else do you have to say? Setting fire to destroy the Books 

Depository and resulting in a Pill Master being seriously injured, this originally is a death penalty! But on 

account of Divine Doctor Liu’s face… men, lock her up!” 
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Under Feng Zhensheng’s command, the guards walked right up and wanted to bring Huang Yueli away. 

Huang Yueli hurriedly cried out, “Wait a minute! I haven’t finished my words!” 

However, Feng Zhensheng had already deemed her as the arsonist, and refused to listen to whatever 

she had to say. 

“You’re still thinking of how to deny? The witnesses had already stated the situation clearly! Did you 

think that you can still distort the facts? I’m telling you, This President is already giving you a chance on 

account of Divine Doctor Liu’s face! You’re still not going to hurry and admit to your crime?” 

The Elders all casted their denunciation gazes onto her. 

Huang Yueli laughed coldly to herself. These Pill Masters had indeed cut themselves off from the world 

for too long and they had never seen much villainous people. Feng Xiaoyan’s vile acting skills, if it was 

outside the Sect, she totally would not be able to smuggle past this easily. But in the Armament Guild, 

many of them believed in this. 

On seeing the guards already closing in, Huang Yueli slowly nudged a step to the side. 

This seeming small move, was actually a marvel as it coincidentally avoided the guard’s action of 

capturing her. 

The guards caught empty air and were about to make a move again. 

Huang Yueli’s right hand rose as she held the token in her hands which she had retrieved from the secret 

compartment earlier. 



“President Feng, you can’t capture me as you please! Before Brother Liu left, he passed me this identity 

token and said that no matter what accident I get into in the Alchemist Guild, as long as I have this 

token, no one can punish me!” 

When Feng Zhensheng heard this, he went into a blank before looking at her hand. 

When he finally had a clear look at what she was holding up in her hand, he rubbed his eyes in disbelief, 

assuming that he had seen it wrongly. 

“This… is Divine Doctor Liu’s identity token! How is it possible that he would leave such an important 

thing to you??” 

The Elders all cried out in surprise. 

“This.. This really is the identity token of a ninth ranked Pill Master!” 

“Divine Doctor Liu actually passed his identity token to her!” 

“Heavens, what on earth was Divine Doctor Liu thinking about? Such an important thing such as the 

identity token, not to mention fiancee, even if they are a married couple, surely he should not just pass 

this to anyone right??” 

“Divine Doctor Liu actually trusts her this much??” 

Feng Zhensheng took a while before he regained his senses and his expression turned extremely stiff. 

“You…. is this really handed over personally by Divine Doctor Liu?” 

Huang Yueli nodded, “Could this even be fake? If he didn’t give this to me, could it even be possible for 

me to steal this from him?” 

Feng Zhensheng still refused to believe it, “But all the authority that a Pill Master has in the Guild, are all 

based on the token. With this token, it is equivalent to you holding on the authoritative power of a ninth 

ranked Pill Master and you can casually use Divine Doctor Liu’s existing ninth levelled medicinal pills 

stored in the warehouse, or even use the name of a ninth ranked Pill Master to order those top 

exponents who swore their loyalty towards him! This is equivalent to handing over his entire fortune to 

you! You…. how could this be possible?” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli was shocked as well. 

After she regained consciousness, from the very first time she went out on a leisurely walk alone, Liu 

Buyan had already passed this identity token to her, instructing her to keep it properly. 

She had always assumed that this thing could guarantee her safety and never had she once thought that 

this token actually had so many important uses! 

Liu Buyan really trusted her very much. Although they have yet to get married, he had already passed all 

his fortunes over to her. 

Looked like it really was just as what Liu Buyan said earlier. 

Before she lost her memories, the both of them were a loving couple? 
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The gazes which the Elders present had all changed. 

Although initially they knew Huang Yueli was Liu Buyan’s fiancée, but due to her age and innate talent, 

although she had excessively pretty looks, many of them automatically slighted her at first impression. 

Somehow they felt that Liu Buyan was momentarily smitten by her beauty and there was no way that he 

would possibly fall in love with her. Sooner or later, she would be ditched by Liu Buyan. 

But now, looking at Liu Buyan’s identity token in her hands, the Elders had no choice but to re-evaluate 

her position in Liu Buyan’s heart. 

Everyone thought of the same question at the same time: If they casually punished the young lady 

whom Liu Buyan had placed his entire stakes onto, would he be incomparably furious when he 

returned! Perhaps… he might even disassociate himself with the Alchemist Guild? 

Feng Zhensheng naturally thought of this, so his expression was even uglier than a ghost. 

He spoke gloomily, “No wonder you act in such an arrogant and despotic way, even daring to do such a 

malicious thing! So…. you really are relying on Divine Doctor Liu, having no fear at all!” 

With Liu Buyan’s identity and status, even if he really intentionally hurt a young Pill Master’s fingers, 

there was nothing that anyone could do to him. 

Now that Huang Yueli had his identity token on her, she enjoyed the same kind of privileges as him and 

that meant that Feng Zhensheng could not possibly punish her, nor could he quell the anger on Feng 

Xiaoyan’s behalf! 

How would he not feel defeated and melancholic? 

“Very well, you’re tough! But don’t think that this matter is over yet! When Divine Doctor Liu comes 

back, This President will definitely make him give me an explanation!” 

Feng Zhensheng had no choice but to admit defeat due to Liu Buyan’s reputation and prestige. 

Behind the screen, Feng Xiaoyan’s loud cries and wails could be heard. “Father, Father! How can we 

possibly forget about it like this? How can we let off that wret…. Bai Ruoli? She caused me to be in so 

much misery, I feel so miserable….. we must make her pay the price for it!” 

Feng Zhensheng was feeling frustrated by her crying so he could only think of ways to placate her. 

“Yan’er, don’t worry, father will not let this go easily! But since she’s the woman who Diving Doctor Liu 

fancies, Father cannot consider for the Alchemist Guild. This matter, let’s wait until Divine Doctor Liu’s 

return before we discuss further. Since this incident is caused by his fiancée, he will definitely be 

responsible for the treatment of your fingers.” 

“No, no way! We can’t wait for Divine Doctor Liu to return, I want her to be punished right now!” Feng 

Xiaoyan cried as she said that. 

“But, this….” 



Feng Xiaoyan was already being unreasonable but everyone present was sympathetic to the misfortune 

of the injury on her fingers so no one dared to say anything. Instead, they all shot their denunciation 

gazes towards Huang Yueli. 

When Huang Yueli saw that, she couldn’t help but strode up as she walked towards the screen and with 

her right hand, she pushed the screen so hard that it fell onto one side. 

Feng Xiaoyan was originally lying behind the screen on a sofa and relying on the fact that no one was 

able to see her, she totally didn’t bother to put on a veil to cover herself. Moreover she was crying and 

shouting with her face filled with tears and snot, which was extremely an unsightly state. 

She had not expected Huang Yueli to suddenly walk over, pulling away the screen which was blocking 

between herself and the crowd, exposing her entirely in front of the crowd. 

Momentarily, Feng Xiaoyan’s ugly burn scars and sinister expression all fell into the crowd’s eyes. 

Everyone gave off an astonished expression. 

It was at this moment when Feng Xiaoyan reacted. 
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She gave a sharp shrill and covered her face immediately. 

“You… you actually dare… dare to push the screen… you’ve gone overboard, too malicious! Go away 

quickly! Go away!” 

Huang Yueli gave a cold smile as she said, “Feng Xiaoyan, touch your own conscience and ask yourself, 

who is the one who went overboard? Who’s malicious? You’re the one hiding behind the screen 

pretending to cry, finding some shameless things to be witnesses and you think that you are able to 

frame me? If I were to say, your state today is something that you’ve reaped on your own! It’s 

retribution!” 

Feng Xiaoyan’s miserable state was exposed in front of the crowd and she felt extremely embarrassed. 

Her heart was originally anxious and awkward and now that she had been criticised by Huang Yueli, she 

was on the verge of a breakdown. 

“You… you’re bullying intolerably! Did you think that just because you had Divine Doctor Liu’s token, 

then you will be able to marry him? A wretched woman like you harbours such malicious intents, if 

Divine Doctor Liu were to see your true self, he will definitely rescind the engagement with you!” 

By now, the shocked audience had all started to regain their senses. 

Feng Zhensheng walked over personally as he spoke out angrily, “Young Miss Bai, what do you mean by 

this! This President had already tolerated you time and again but you still act in such a way, bullying 

others intolerably! Did you really think that just based on a piece of identity token, the Alchemist Guild 

was really a place where you could act recklessly at will?” 

Huang Yueli turned around slowly as she faced Feng Zhensheng. 



“President Feng, I’ve never intended to use Brother Liu’s identity token to absolve myself from the crime 

but it’s you all who refused to listen to my defence! As long as you give me a fair chance to confront 

them, I will naturally let everyone know what the truth to this matter really is! It is President Feng you, 

who didn’t give me a chance to defend myself and you’re so anxious to pin the crime on me, could it be 

that you’re feeling guilty?” 

“You… are you trying to hint that This President is framing you?” Feng Zhensheng’s eyes grew wide. 

Huang Yueli said, “Where did you even hear that this is a hint? I’m already pointing right at your nose to 

scold you, can’t you tell? You’re intentionally trying to conceal Feng Xiaoyan’s crime!” 

Feng Zhensheng was shaking with anger, “Simply a load of nonsense! This President had always been 

impartial and fair, obvious to all!” 

“Then why don’t you allow me to confront the witnesses? Are you afraid that I will be able to ask the 

real truth which cannot be known to others?” 

“Why won’t I dare?” Feng Zhensheng immediately responded. 

Huang Yueli nodded her head with a faint smile, “Very well! Then will all the Elders here please be my 

witness!” 

Looking at Feng Zhensheng about to nod his head, Feng Xiaoyan cried out immediately, “Argh, it’s so 

painful, so painful! Father, don’t believe in this wretched lass’s rubbish. She used her successive lies to 

cheat Divine Doctor Liu’s trust! Don’t you ever believe in the nonsense that she’s saying!” 

“This….” Feng Zhensheng started to hesitate again. 

Huang Yueli’s gaze turned towards Feng Xiaoyan. 

“Young Miss Feng is so anxious, could it be that you’re feeling guilty? Or are you trying to say that in 

your eyes, all the Elders here are brainless dumb stuff, who could be used easily just by a few mere 

words?” 

Feng Xiaoyan was momentarily stuffed. 

She was really thinking that in her mind and if it wasn’t for the fact that Pill Masters were dumb enough, 

she would not had been able to make use of their sympathy earlier to malign Huang Yueli. 

But now that Huang Yueli had put things across like this, if she dared to speak the truth, wouldn’t she 

offend all the Elders? 

When Huang Yueli saw that, her smile blossomed even more radiantly as it made Feng Xiaoyan feel fear 

and trepidation. 

“How about this, after the confrontation, if all of you still think that I’ve harmed Young Miss Feng, then 

I’m willing to take responsibility for all the blame.” 
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“I will absolutely not make use of Brother Liu’s identity token to absolve myself of the crime! But if the 

truth is proven that someone else is up to mischief…..” Huang Yueli gave a meaningful look at Feng 

Xiaoyan, “Elders, towards that person who was up to mischief, how should we deal with that person?” 

The Elders all looked at one another in dismay and after some time, someone expressed, “This… if 

anyone dared to malign you, then it would naturally be to double the fault!” 

“That’s right, I will judge fairly and no matter who is at fault, the person will not be let off easily!” 

“Exactly!” 

All the Elders started to nod their heads in agreement. 

On seeing this stance, Feng Xiaoyan knew that no matter how she rolled around or threw a tantrum, it 

would not be of any use and she could only accept this result. But if it really gave that sly wretched lass 

any chance to find a flaw… wouldn’t she have to bear “double the fault”? 

She shot her gaze back to Feng Zhensheng and stared hard at him, hoping that he would understand her 

hint to come out and stop Huang Yueli. 

Actually Feng Zhensheng already felt that something was amiss. Hearing Huang Yueli’s irrefutable 

speech, could she really have any evidence? 

If it was true, then things would turn out in a terrible state! Maligning Liu Buyan’s fiancée, moreover she 

was his beloved and adored fiancée, this matter… would not be settled easily! 

Moreover, he totally had not expected Feng Xiaoyan to lie to him. From Feng Xiaoyan’s glare now, he 

seemed to have understood something and he was feeling shocked and guilty in his heart but he had no 

way to stop Huang Yueli now. 

Huang Yueli no longer cared about the situation between the Feng father and daughter duo. 

She walked directly over to the two witnesses guard and young female Pill Master and after sizing them 

up a few times, she opened her mouth. 

“Earlier you said that I bullied Feng Xiaoyan. The scenario, was it something that you had witnessed with 

your own eyes?” 

The both of them had assumed that their duty was finally completed but they had not expected the 

development of the matter to take a turn and not only was Huang Yueli not captured, she even 

confronted them. 

The two of them instantly became anxious. 

But they were very clear that since they had already told lies and the price for betraying Feng Xiaoyan 

was too high to be paid. Moreover even if they owned up and told the truth, they were not able to 

absolve themselves from the crime so their only way out was to bit on the truth which they had said 

earlier. 



Anyway, the story which they had fabricated, there were no loopholes in the cause and effect and as 

long as the both of them did not let slip, then the one who would get into trouble would still be Huang 

Yueli! 

The two of them had their own calculations and upon hearing that, they immediately nodded their 

heads. 

“That’s right, I saw it with my own eyes!” 

“Me too! I say, Young Miss Bai, will you still try to deny this. The truth is exactly as I’ve described earlier, 

there is absolutely no falsification in this at all!” 

Huang Yueli ignored the guard’s words and only nodded her head calmly but continued to speak, “For 

the next question, the both of you must answer separately! Will any Elder please help to lead this 

female Pill Master out first? Please guarantee that she will not be able to hear any sound from the main 

hall?” 

One Elder who was seated in a superior seat stood up, “Let me do it!” 

Huang Yueli turned her head and sized him up for a few glances. 

The elderly man said, “Don’t worry young lass, I’ve watched Liu Buyan grow up and will definitely not 

harm him.” 

Huang Yueli nodded her head, expressing for the elderly man to lead her away. 

When the young lady’s figure disappeared from the door, Huang Yueli then turned around and asked 

the next question indifferently. 

“When I went to seek trouble for Feng Xiaoyan, how many people were beside her at that time?” 
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The guard had apparently not thought that Huang Yueli would actually asking this question and he froze 

on the spot. 

Huang Yueli stared at his eyes and repeated her question, “Did you hear my question clearly? Then let 

me repeat once again. When I went to look for Feng Xiaoyan, how many people were beside her?” 

A drop of sweat trickled down the guard’s forehead. 

This question consisted of just too many minor details and when he and Feng Xiaoyan colluded together, 

they had entirely missed this point out so naturally there was no way to prepare for this first. 

Moreover, when he charged into the Books Depository, he only noticed that Feng Xiaoyan had fallen so 

badly that her head was swollen like a pig head so he totally did not place any attention on that pile of 

young ladies who had fallen down or how many of them were there! 

He really didn’t know the correct answer to this question… 

Huang Yueli waited for a moment and on seeing that he didn’t reply, she urged him, “How many were 

there? Didn’t you witness it with your own eyes?” 



“Right, how many people were there. Such a simple question, aren’t you able to reply to this?” 

“Isn’t his memory a little too weak? This just happened a couple of days ago!” 

“Could it be that he really didn’t witness it with his own eyes and that he’s lying?” 

Quite a number of Elders revealed a puzzled look and the guard knew that the situation was getting bad 

so he could only braced himself to reply, “At… at that time there were too many people. Moreover it 

was Young Miss Feng’s private affairs so it wasn’t nice… wasn’t nice for me to keep staring, so…. I don’t 

really remember clearly now. There were probably…. around five to six people!” 

“Five to six?” Huang Yueli’s brows rose as she questioned relentlessly, “Was it five, or was it six?” 

The sweat on the guard’s forehead started dripping down and his heart was crying out anxiously. It was 

at this moment when he realised that the young lady in front of him seemed gentle but in actual fact she 

was basically putting on a mask to disguise everyone in the world. 

She was actually an incredible character. Just a few mere words and she had already pushed him to such 

an awkward position. 

Huang Yuelin intentionally made the guard and the Pill Master answer the question separately and the 

minute their answers weren’t consistent, wouldn’t that represent that their testimonials had a problem? 

But under such circumstances, the guard couldn’t not reply to her question so he could only try his best 

to recall the circumstances back then but whenever he tried to recall on this, it was only filled with that 

twisted comical face of Feng Xiaoyan. 

“Should… should be… five!” 

“No, you’ve remembered wrongly! It should be…..” 

Hearing this answer, the first to have a reaction was not Huang Yueli, nor was it any of the Elders but 

Feng Xiaoyan who slumped on the sofa! 

The guard’s answer was so ridiculous that she immediately tensed up and was about to butt in to 

correct him. 

But how would Huang Yueli possibly give her a chance to stir up trouble? 

She immediately growled loudly, “Shut up! Young Miss Feng, I’m now having a confrontation with your 

witness and if you were to butt in now, are you attempting to lead the witness into colluding with you?” 

“I… why would I have such an intention, it’s…..” 

Feng Xiaoyan clenched her teeth, trying to think of reasons to deny this. 

Huang Yueli laughed coldly as she said, “Then will you please not say a word! Otherwise all the Elders 

here are all watching! Anyone who dares to pull a fast one, will not be able to escape everyone’s eyes!” 

Now that things had developed to such a stage, the Elders all naturally became suspicious. 

“Young Miss Feng, please do not interrupt at this point in time. If there’s anything that you wish to say, 

you may do so after the confrontation has ended but for now, please maintain your silence!” 



Chapter 1929: Acting like a fool (5) 

“That’s right! Young Miss Feng, don’t worry. With us around to keep watch for you, if Young Miss Bai 

tries to lie, we will definitely not let it go!” 

“That’s right, will Young Miss Bai please continue!” 

The Elders all started speaking out and no matter how unreconciled Feng Xiaoyan was, she could only 

swallow the words that she had back into her tummy! 

At this juncture, if she were to jump out anxiously to say anything more, wasn’t it obvious to tell others 

that she was feeling guilty? 

Huang Yueli nodded and said, “Alright, I’ve already finished asking my first question and this brother 

guard’s reply is five! Will the Elders here please be my witness!” 

The Elders all nodded their heads. 

Immediately following that, Huang Yueli called out for someone to bring the female Pill Master back into 

the room. 

When the young lady entered the room, at first instance, she gazed in the direction of the guard. 

With one look, it gave her a huge shock! 

Because the guard had a pale face and his expression was extremely agitated but he didn’t dare to say a 

single word, only hinting at her with his eyes. 

The young lady did not know what question was Huang Yueli going to ask so naturally she couldn’t make 

out what the guard was trying to convey to her. She had a completely incomprehensible look on her 

face when she was pushed in front of Huang Yueli. 

Huang Yueli smiled, “Alright, this young lady, what I’m going to ask is very simple. Can you try to recall, 

when I went to create trouble for Feng Xiaoyan, how many people, other than yourself, were there 

beside Young Miss Feng?” 

The young girl was extremely clear about this as the few of them had pre-arranged to meet up together 

to go sort out Huang Yueli. 

So the young lady acted without taking time to think, “Of course. Anyone you find now is able to say the 

situation clearly and it’s exactly the same as what I described! I can even tell you everyone’s names. 

There’s President Feng’s disciple – Du Yuqing, Third Elder’s niece – Ji Minhui, Seventh Elder’s…..” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, she calmly nodded her head and asked, “So in this case, there’s a total of 

seven people?” 

The young lady didn’t suspect anything and in order to verify that she wasn’t lying, she immediately 

nodded her head, “That’s right, there’s a total of seven!” 

“Seven? Are you certain you have not remembered wrongly?” Huang Yueli frowned as she asked. 



“Of course, there’s seven people! Moreover they had all witnessed the matter then and if there’s a 

need, you can find any of them to come testify!” 

These few young ladies were all Feng Xiaoyan’s trusted aides and she had personally kept an eye on 

each one of them so the young lady wasn’t afraid of being exposed. 

On the contrary, she believed that if these young ladies were all asked to come over for questioning and 

if everyone’s testimonials were all the same, that would represent that Huang Yueli was lying. 

The young lady spoke as if she was enumerating her family’s valuables as she reported each and every 

name of the seven people to everyone. 

Saying that, she was rather delightful, feeling that her bright idea had absolutely helped Feng Xiaoyan to 

get out of this crisis, and she would definitely earn the praise and gratitude from the latter. 

The young lady delightfully turned her head towards Feng Xiaoyan but at the next moment, she couldn’t 

help but shuddered! 

That was because the glare which Feng Xiaoyan had shot towards her was just too terrifying, simple as 

though it was two blades of sharp swords seeped in poison that could not wait to stab her to death 

alive! 

The young lady shuddered and realised that she might have possibly said the wrong thing. 

Why was Feng Xiaoyan staring at her in such a horrifying way? 

Chapter 1930: Acting like a fool (6) 

Huang Yueli gave an indifferent smile, “Since you can even tell us the names and the division so clearly, 

then this definitely is not false so at that time there must be seven people beside Young Miss Feng!” 

If it was earlier, the young lady would definitely nod her head furiously. 

But right now, she was a little hesitant as her expression was slightly awkward, “Right… this… should 

be… it’s like this…..” 

Huang Yueli gave a slight cough as she intentionally asked, “But why do I remember that the number of 

people present, other than Young Miss Feng, were only five people?” 

No one had expected her to ask in this way, so this was obviously setting up a trap for the young lady! 

If this young lady rebutted to say that there were absolutely not five people, then she would be slapping 

each other’s faces! 

Later on, no matter how that guard explained, there was no way to round up this lie. 

Feng Xiaoyan was so anxious that she wanted to jump up but alas she was injured everywhere on her 

body and she totally could not get it. Instead, because of her vigorous actions, it tore at her wounds and 

she rolled down from the soda. 

“Plop plop…..” 

A living person suddenly rolling out from the main hall, and crashing everywhere giving off a loud sound. 



All the Elders’ gazes all turned towards Feng Xiaoyan uncontrollably. 

Feng Xiaoyan rolled on the ground for a moment and she rolled to the middle of the main hall, almost 

rolling out of the main entrance. 

Luckily, Huang Yueli lifted her foot in time, blocking the rolling momentum thus causing her to stop. 

Feng Xiaoyan was feeling confused. Not only had many wounds ruptured and started to be in pain, 

moreover her head was also giddy as she was feeling dizzy. Although she had already stopped, she 

wasn’t able to react in time. 

Huang Yueli saw her dazed look as she spoke out softly, “Elders, looks like Young Miss Feng’s body really 

isn’t very well. She was sitting on the sofa just fine earlier but she actually lost her balance and rolled 

down, how could she possibly recuperate properly in this manner? Perhaps she might not even be able 

to wait till Brother Liu’s return! It’d be best to carry her away to let her recuperate properly!” 

“This…. seems like a good idea!” 

“President Feng, don’t force your daughter to hang on, it’s more important to recuperate.” 

“Right, with so many people around, we’d definitely be able to come to a fair conclusion so you’d better 

bring Young Miss Feng down for a rest!” 

The few Elders took a look and didn’t regard it as an important matter. 

Feng Xiaoyan was originally looking miserable and this fall made her even more dishevelled as her 

clothes were filled with dust and there were faint blood stains. Her hair which had scattered loosely 

made her look like a lunatic, where she didn’t look like a human nor a ghost. 

Many of them had suggested this out of sympathy towards her. 

But when Feng Xiaoyan heard that, she immediately became anxious as she shouted out, “No way! Bai 

Ruoli, you…. don’t think of digging a pit for me to fall in! Earlier you obviously….. did it intentionally!” 

Huang Yueli smiled, “What did I do intentionally? The questions I posed are as normal as it can be, why 

did it become a hole? May I ask the Elders here, does anyone feel that there is any problem with my 

questions?” 

The surrounding was silent. 

It was really because the questions which Huang Yueli asked were indeed extremely ordinary so no 

matter who it was, they weren’t able to pick out any issues with it. 

But when she really asked this, linking it to the cause and effect, it made them realise just how tricky 

and how précised this question was! 

 


